Decor: Washed Charcoal

SHOWERWALL.CO.UK

The stylish alternative
to tiles. Naturally inspired
surfaces delivered through
a smart waterproof
system. Introducing our
five versatile collections,
brought together to suit
both you and your space.

Decor: Lightning Marble
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THE COLLECTIONS
Our diverse range of products offers versatile design solutions for any
bathroom using high gloss acrylics, refined textures or sleek laminates.

HPL

Delicate blue tones
with a synchronised texture
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Ocean Marble

MARBLE COLLECTION
Our range of rich marbles are the perfect choice for a blend of
tradition, sophistication and charm. Striking veins with subtle
background tones bring warmth and beauty allowing you to
create walls with purpose.
Nero | Volterra | Terra | Bianco

Marble Collection / Volterra
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QUARRY COLLECTION
Bring a room to life with raw earthy tones and rustic designs from
this collection of authentic decors. We’ve created a range with tactile
finish characteristics which are perfect for complementing neutral
colour schemes or creating striking walls.
Slate | Concrete | Stone | Timber
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MINERAL COLLECTION
From subtle shimmers to flickering quartz; this versatile collection
suits both modern and traditional spaces. These stylish designs blend
confidence with refinement to ensure that you have the right decor for
your feature.
Quartz | Molten | Shimmer | Varnish

Acrylic
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ACRYLIC COLLECTION
Our acrylic range maximises colour with a sleek, polished glass-like
finish. It includes both Brights for making a bold statement and
timeless Pastels for a more delicate approach; you can be sure
we have colour covered.
Brights | Pastels

Showerwall Find a Fitter. Now Live!
Easily connect with local fitters who are all ready
to bring your Showerwall panels to life.
Start your search, visit: www.showerwall.co.uk/findafitter
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CUSTOM COLLECTION
A truly bespoke design solution. Choose from our library of
stunning designs or capture your own personal style by matching
an existing theme in your home, feature your own artwork or
highlight a memory with a favourite photograph; whatever it is,
you are the designer.
Patterns | Tiles | Prints | Images
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SHOWERWALL.CO.UK

OUR HPL
RANGES
Create stunning statement walls
HPL is inspired by stunning natural materials, perfect for creating
characterful statement walls. Our HPL collection has a range of finishes
to bring each individual decor to life, offering realistic textures and classic
glossy finishes; bringing style to any bathroom.

LAMINATE DECOR
MDF

A WATERPROOF
PANELLING SYSTEM
The product at a glance.

COST-EFFECTIVE

HYGIENIC

Showerwall is a fast and hassle-free
installation which saves money on
installation costs compared to tiles.

Showerwall has a solid, grout-free surface
eliminating hiding places for mould, dirt or
germs. A hygienic and wipe-clean solution.

SEAMLESS FEATURE WALLS

WATERPROOF SYSTEM

Proclick technology has been engineered
to create a mechanical locking system that
provides seamless, almost invisible joints.
The lightweight panels are available in a
range of sizes for maximum flexibility.

Showerwall is the ultimate in bathroom
wall panelling. The system provides an
impressive watertight finish that looks
stunning and performs impeccably
against the rigours of daily life.

EASY INSTALLATION

15 YEAR GUARANTEE

Showerwall can be fitted by anyone who is
DIY competent. Simply cut the Showerwall
panels to size and fix them to the wall or
over existing tiles. A lot less mess and a
much faster fit than tiles.

When installed correctly using the
recommended accessories and fitting
guide, Showerwall is guaranteed against
manufacturing defects for 15 years from
purchase date. For further details, see
inside back cover.

WATERPROOF LINER + BONDING AGENT

FINISHES
Our decors come in a range of different finishes; from gloss to authentic
textures. For easy distinction, the finish of our decors is marked throughout
the brochure with the following icons:

Gloss

Texture

A high shine finish creating a
smooth, brilliant appearance

A structured surface that emulates
the feel of organic materials

Matt

Synchro

A soft to touch flat surface
with low light reflectivity

A unique textured finish that
follows the form of real material

SAMPLES
Whilst images and swatches give a good indication of a decor, nothing compares to seeing
how the real thing will work in your space.
Order your sample online at www.showerwall.co.uk or email samples@showerwall.co.uk.
See our collections online using the Showerwall visualiser at showerwall.co.uk/visualiser.

MANUFACTURED IN THE UK
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SHOWERWALL.CO.UK

The Quarry Collection
SLATE

1200mm

579mm

1179mm

2440mm

2440mm

900mm

2440mm

INTRODUCING
OUR HPL
COLLECTIONS

Proclick Panels

2440mm

Square Cut Panels

Slate Grey

Cracked Grey

Silver Slate Matt

Silver Slate Gloss

Gold Slate Matt

Gold Slate Gloss

SW33 | GROUP 1

SW57 | GROUP 4

SW71 | GROUP 4

SW72 | GROUP 4

SW73 | GROUP 4

SW74 | GROUP 4

Urban Concrete

Moonstone

Moon Dust

White Charcoal

Washed Charcoal

SW48 | GROUP 2

SW69 | GROUP 3

SW07 | GROUP 2

SW70 | GROUP 3

SW58 | GROUP 3

CONCRETE

All HPL panels are 10.5mm in thickness.

PATTERN MATCH

SAMPLES

As each decor is designed to replicate organic materials it is
often not possible to achieve a repeat pattern between two
panels, particularly for decors replicating marble or stone.

Whilst images and swatches give a good indication of a decor,
nothing compares to seeing how the real thing will work in your
space. Order your sample online at www.showerwall.co.uk
or email samples@showerwall.co.uk.
See our collections online using the Showerwall visualiser at
showerwall.co.uk/visualiser.

STONE

TIMBER

The Marble Collection
VOLTERRA

NERO

Travertine Gloss

Travertine Stone

Silver Travertine

Blue Toned Stone

Linea White

Nautical Wood

SW34 | GROUP 1

SW35 | GROUP 1

SW50 | GROUP 3

SW55 | GROUP 3

SW27 | GROUP 1

SW59 | GROUP 3

The Mineral Collection
Phantom Marble

Bianco Carrara

Grigio Marble

Lightning Marble

Shell Marble

Ocean Marble

SW68 | GROUP 3

SW02 | GROUP 3

SW05 | GROUP 2

SW51 | GROUP 4

SW64 | GROUP 4

SW65 | GROUP 4

SW24 | GROUP 1

Grey Volterra
Texture

SW53 | GROUP 3

SW54 | GROUP 3

QUARTZ

BIANCO

TERRA

Cappuccino
Marble

Grey Volterra
Gloss

Zamora Marble

Carrara Marble

Ivory Marble

SW38 | GROUP 1

SW39 | GROUP 1

SW26 | GROUP 1

Pergamon
Marble

Apollo Marble

Athena Marble

SW66 | GROUP 3

SW67 | GROUP 3

Positano Blue
Terrazzo

Positano Grey
Terrazzo

SW75 | GROUP 4

SW76 | GROUP 4

Stone Terrazzo

Black Galaxy

White Galaxy

White Sparkle

Vanilla Sparkle

Bianco Stardust

SW77 | GROUP 3

SW13 | GROUP 2

SW22 | GROUP 2

SW10 | GROUP 3

SW09 | GROUP 3

SW12 | GROUP 2

MOLTEN

SHIMMER

Urban Gloss

Luna

SW36 | GROUP 1

SW60 | GROUP 2

VARNISH

SW30 | GROUP 1

DISCLAIMER
Due to variations in the photographic and printing processes the colours shown may vary compared to the actual product. Natural stone decors by
design will vary to replicate natural stone variances. Decors such as Luna and Cracked Grey may have shade variance between individual panels. This
is normal for these particular decors and not grounds for complaint. All panels, irrelevant of decor type, must be inspected carefully before installation.
Any concerns raised must be clarified prior to installation. It is recommended that actual product samples and retailer displays are viewed prior to
purchase. We reserve the right to amend the specification of the products shown without prior notice. E&OE.

Pearlescent
White

Pearl Grey

White Gloss

Aqua Ice

SW29 | GROUP 1

SW37 | GROUP 1

SW11 | GROUP 2

SW31 | GROUP 1
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A revival of the
classic chic style
Stone Terrazzo
Mineral Collection / Quartz

Decor: Stone Terrazzo
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THE MARBLE COLLECTION

Our range of rich marbles are the perfect
choice for a blend of tradition, sophistication
and charm. Striking veins with subtle
background tones bring warmth and beauty
allowing you to create walls with purpose.
Nero | Volterra | Terra | Bianco

Decor: Shell Marble
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SHOWERWALL.CO.UK

The Marble Collection

NERO

Modern marbles
with striking veins

As shown in the image below, and throughout this
brochure, seamless feature walls can be achieved using
Proclick technology, please refer to page 76 for details.

Decor: Bianco Carrara

Get the look of genuine marble with these distinctive designs to create a fusion
between modern and classic. Timeless black marbles create a sophisticated space,
while the striking white marbles with strong statement veins are an elegant addition
to any bathroom. Lightning Marble's synchronised texture in particular brings you
closer to an authentic marble, for an impressive feature wall.

Phantom Marble

Grigio Marble

Bianco Carrara

Lightning Marble

SW68

SW05

SW02

SW51

Order your sample online at www.showerwall.co.uk or email samples@showerwall.co.uk.
Due to variations in the photographic and printing processes the colours shown may vary compared
to the actual product. Please refer to our full disclaimer on page 10 for further information and advice.
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Decor: Phantom Marble

SHOWERWALL.CO.UK

The Marble Collection

VOLTERRA

Soft marbles with
timeless elegance
A classic approach to a sophisticated
and effortlessly chic bathroom.
Created to suit traditional styles as
well as the popular modern, minimalist
trend, these designs are curated with
refinement in mind.

Shell Marble

Ocean Marble

SW64

SW65

Grey Volterra
Gloss

Grey Volterra
Texture

SW53

SW54

Order your sample online at
www.showerwall.co.uk or email
samples@showerwall.co.uk.
Decor: Ocean Marble
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Due to variations in the photographic and printing
processes the colours shown may vary compared to
the actual product. Please refer to our full disclaimer
on page 10 for further information and advice.
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SHOWERWALL.CO.UK

The Marble Collection

TERRA

Smooth marbles
in warm tones
These earth toned marbles offer the beauty of a natural
material within the practicality of a shower panel. With
delicate veining throughout, these designs have subtle
details that add depth and a lustre to the gloss finish
that recreates the look of polished marble.

Cappuccino Marble

Zamora Marble

SW24

SW38

Order your sample online at www.showerwall.co.uk
or email samples@showerwall.co.uk.
Due to variations in the photographic and printing processes the
colours shown may vary compared to the actual product. Please refer
to our full disclaimer on page 10 for further information and advice.
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Decor: Zamora Marble

SHOWERWALL.CO.UK

The Marble Collection

BIANCO

Bright and timeless
marbles

Decor: Athena Marble

A versatile and sophisticated option. These white and neutral decors have
a timeless nature, making them the perfect wall covering for any style of
bathroom; large or small. Offering the beauty of a marble bathroom at a
fraction of the cost.

Carrara Marble

Ivory Marble

Pergamon Marble

Apollo Marble

Athena Marble

SW39

SW26

SW30

SW66

SW67

Order your sample online at www.showerwall.co.uk or email samples@showerwall.co.uk.
Due to variations in the photographic and printing processes the colours shown may vary compared
to the actual product. Please refer to our full disclaimer on page 10 for further information and advice.
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Decor: Apollo Marble

THE QUARRY COLLECTION

Bring a room to life with raw earthy tones and
rustic designs from this collection of authentic
decors. We’ve created a range with tactile finish
characteristics, which are perfect for complementing
neutral colour schemes or creating striking walls.
Slate | Concrete | Stone | Timber

Decor: Moonstone
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The Quarry Collection
Decor: Gold Slate Gloss

SLATE

Opulent metallic details
on a rustic background
Decor: Silver Slate Gloss

Understated and yet wonderfully luxurious, these designs offer a stylish
alternative to the conventional chrome. Embrace the elegance of the metallic
trend by pairing these panels with gold or silver brassware and delicate foliage.

Decor: Gold Slate Gloss

Silver Slate Matt

Silver Slate Gloss

Cracked Grey

Gold Slate Matt

Gold Slate Gloss

Slate Grey

SW71

SW72

SW57

SW73

SW74

SW33

Order your sample online at www.showerwall.co.uk
or email samples@showerwall.co.uk.

Due to variations in the photographic and printing processes the
colours shown may vary compared to the actual product. Please refer
to our full disclaimer on page 10 for further information and advice.
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SHOWERWALL.CO.UK

The Quarry Collection

CONCRETE

Industrial walls with a
contemporary warmth
Understated and beautifully versatile; these designs meet
the demand for bringing exterior looks to bathroom interiors.
This collection of contemporary decors work particularly well
when complemented by warmer natural elements such as
wood-look floors, potted plants and flowers.

Urban Concrete

Moonstone

Moon Dust

SW48

SW69

SW07

White Charcoal

Washed Charcoal

SW70

SW58

Order your sample online at www.showerwall.co.uk
or email samples@showerwall.co.uk.
Due to variations in the photographic and printing processes the
colours shown may vary compared to the actual product. Please refer
to our full disclaimer on page 10 for further information and advice.
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Decor: White Charcoal

SHOWERWALL.CO.UK

The Quarry Collection

STONE

Beautifully rich
earthy tones

Decor: Travertine Stone

These luxurious stone designs complement a range of interior styles;
bringing warmth to monochrome rooms or matching a neutral palette.

Travertine Gloss

Travertine Stone

Silver Travertine

Blue Toned Stone

SW34

SW35

SW50

SW55

Order your sample online at www.showerwall.co.uk or email samples@showerwall.co.uk.
Due to variations in the photographic and printing processes the colours shown may vary compared
to the actual product. Please refer to our full disclaimer on page 10 for further information and advice.
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Decor: Blue Toned Stone

SHOWERWALL.CO.UK

The Quarry Collection

TIMBER

Authentic feel and
full of character
This diverse collection replicates coloured
woodgrains for natural and airy walls.
Linea White is our freshest approach with
beautiful woodgrain detail, while Nautical
Wood’s watercolour-washed planks
conjure memories of the seaside.

Linea White

Nautical Wood

SW27

SW59

Order your sample online at
www.showerwall.co.uk
or email samples@showerwall.co.uk.
Due to variations in the photographic and printing
processes the colours shown may vary compared to
the actual product. Please refer to our full disclaimer
on page 10 for further information and advice.

Decor: Nautical Wood
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Decor: Positano Blue Terrazzo

THE MINERAL COLLECTION

From subtle shimmers to flickering quartz; this
versatile collection complements both modern
and traditional spaces. These stylish designs
blend confidence with refinement to ensure
you have the right decor for your feature.
Quartz | Molten | Shimmer | Varnish
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SHOWERWALL.CO.UK

Decor: Positano Grey Terrazzo

The Mineral Collection

QUARTZ

Flecked details to radiate warmth
Convert your walls using dazzling sparkle decors or our new, reinvented Terrazzo - a classic revived
for the modern bathroom. Create a statement in any bathroom with this range of engaging
designs; and complemented with a warm colour palette and soft lighting. We suggest that
ordering a sample of these products is the only way to appreciate their beautiful glittering effect.

Decor: Positano Blue Terrazzo

Order your sample online at
www.showerwall.co.uk or email
samples@showerwall.co.uk.
Due to variations in the photographic and printing
processes the colours shown may vary compared to
the actual product. Please refer to our full disclaimer
on page 10 for further information and advice.
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Positano Blue
Terrazzo

Positano Grey
Terrazzo

SW75

SW76

Stone Terrazzo

Black Galaxy

White Galaxy

White Sparkle

Vanilla Sparkle

Bianco Stardust

SW77

SW13

SW22

SW10

SW09

SW12
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SHOWERWALL.CO.UK

The Mineral Collection

MOLTEN

Brilliant metal
forging statement walls
The rich copper tones of Urban Gloss provide a
bathroom with a warm and luxurious feel. Best
complemented by natural furnishings or statement
black features.

Urban Gloss
SW36

Order your sample online at www.showerwall.co.uk
or email samples@showerwall.co.uk.
Due to variations in the photographic and printing processes the
colours shown may vary compared to the actual product. Please refer
to our full disclaimer on page 10 for further information and advice.

Decor: Urban Gloss
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Decor: Urban Gloss
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The Mineral Collection

SHIMMER

Subtle walls that
flicker in the light
With a degree of subtlety these decors save their
magic until they see the light. Each lustrous decor
has a unique glimmer, with glittering surfaces or
tiny reflective flecks. As with our Quartz range, we
recommend ordering a sample of these products
to realise their stunning shimmer effect.

Pearl Grey

Luna

Pearlescent White

SW29

SW60

SW31

Order your sample online at www.showerwall.co.uk
or email samples@showerwall.co.uk.
Due to variations in the photographic and printing processes the
colours shown may vary compared to the actual product. Please refer
to our full disclaimer on page 10 for further information and advice.

Decor: Pearlescent White

Decor: Pearlescent White
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SHOWERWALL.CO.UK

The Mineral Collection

VARNISH

Fresh decors for
timeless polished walls
For a fresh and modern feel, our Varnish range offers
the cleanest approach. Acting as a blank canvas to
build your bathroom around, these two decors are
hugely versatile and can create the feeling of space
in even the smallest bathroom.

White Gloss

Aqua Ice

SW37

SW11

Order your sample online at www.showerwall.co.uk
or email samples@showerwall.co.uk.
Due to variations in the photographic and printing processes the
colours shown may vary compared to the actual product. Please refer
to our full disclaimer on page 10 for further information and advice.
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Decor: Aqua Ice

SHOWERWALL.CO.UK

OUR
ACRYLIC
RANGES

INTRODUCING
ACRYLIC
The product at a glance

Achieve stunning glass-like walls
4mm acrylic panels are rear printed to give a vibrant colour with a
polished glass-like finish. Our Custom Collection uses the superior finish
of acrylic to bring digital imagery to life; offering a truly bespoke design
solution and the ultimate flexibility to create something unique.

GLASS-LIKE FINISH
4MM THICK ACRYLIC
REAR PRINTED/PAINTED

100% WATERPROOF

HYGIENIC

Our acrylic panels are 100% waterproof
and have been designed to ensure a
watertight finish.

Showerwall acrylic is chemical resistant;
the grout free wipe-clean surface reduces
hiding places for dirt and germs.

GLASS LIKE FINISH

EASY INSTALLATION

Create the contemporary look of glass for
a fraction of the cost with acrylic. Once
the panels have been cut, the edges can
be sanded and polished to give a full
transparent appearance.

Showerwall acrylic is easy to handle, cut and
install compared to large sheets of glass.
There is also no need to worry about grout
or accessories; panels are simply butted
together using sealant.

MATERIAL

10 YEAR GUARANTEE

The unique high tech polymer acrylic
panels are more scratch resistant
compared to other acrylics or glass,
giving you peace of mind and longevity.

When installed correctly, using the
recommended fittings, our acrylic panels
are guaranteed against manufacturing
defects for 10 years from installation date.
For further details, see inside back cover.

SAMPLES
FINISHES
Our Acrylic decors are marked throughout
the brochure with the following icon:

Acrylic

Whilst images and swatches give a good indication of a decor, nothing compares to seeing
how the real thing will work in your space.

Stunning glass-like walls

Order your sample online at www.showerwall.co.uk or email samples@showerwall.co.uk.
See our collections online using the Showerwall visualiser at showerwall.co.uk/visualiser.

MANUFACTURED IN THE UK
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SHOWERWALL.CO.UK

The Custom Collection

900mm

1220mm

896mm

2400mm

PATTERNS

2400mm

2440mm

INTRODUCING
OUR ACRYLIC
COLLECTIONS

Custom Panels

2440mm

Acrylic Panels

1200mm

All Acrylic panels are 4mm in thickness.

SAMPLES

DISCLAIMER

Whilst images and swatches give a good indication of a decor,
nothing compares to seeing how the real thing will work in your
space. Order your sample online at www.showerwall.co.uk
or email samples@showerwall.co.uk.

Due to variations in the photographic and printing
processes the colours shown may vary compared to the
actual product. It is recommended that actual product
samples and or retailer displays are viewed prior to
purchase. We reserve the right to amend the specification
of the products shown without prior notice. E&OE.

See our collections online using the Showerwall visualiser at
showerwall.co.uk/visualiser.

Black Geo

Geo Cube

Retro

Scallop Blue

Scallop Blush

Scallop Coral Reef

SCA01 | GROUP 3

SCA19 | GROUP 3

SCA02 | GROUP 3

SCA04 | GROUP 3

SCA18 | GROUP 3

SCA17 | GROUP 3

Victorian Blue

Victorian Grey

Paseo

Diamond

Herringbone

SCA07 | GROUP 3

Victorian
Turquoise

Moroccan

SCA06 | GROUP 3

SCA05 | GROUP 3

SCA10 | GROUP 3

SCA09 | GROUP 3

SCA11 | GROUP 3

TILES

SCA08 | GROUP 3

KEY
Light or dark grout available

Navy
Herringbone
SCA16 | GROUP 3

Colour change available

The Acrylic Collection
BRIGHTS

PASTELS

Hexagon

Navy Subway

Emerald Subway

Blush Subway

SCA20 | GROUP 3

SCA21 | GROUP 3

SCA22 | GROUP 3

SCA23 | GROUP 3

Flamingo

Oriental

Vintage Birds

Botanical

Pineapple

SCA24 | GROUP 3

SCA25 | GROUP 3

SCA26 | GROUP 3

SCA27 | GROUP 3

SCA28 | GROUP 3

Wax Leaf

Floral

Coastal

Destination

SCA12 | GROUP 3

SCA13 | GROUP 3

SCA14 | GROUP 3

SCA15 | GROUP 3

PRINTS

Arctic

Opal

Azure

Sage

Blush

Sky

SWA01 | GROUP 1

SWA05 | GROUP 1

SWA08 | GROUP 1

SWA20 | GROUP 1

SWA21 | GROUP 1

SWA22 | GROUP 1

IMAGES
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Bold colours and
rustic texture on a
traditional pattern
Navy Herringbone
Custom Collection / Tiles

Decor: Navy Herringbone
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THE ACRYLIC COLLECTION

Our Acrylic range maximises colour with a
sleek polished glass-like finish. Including both
brights for making a bold statement and
timeless pastels for a more delicate approach,
you can be sure we have colour covered.
Brights | Pastels

Decor: Sky
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SHOWERWALL.CO.UK

The Acrylic Collection

BRIGHTS

Effortlessly bold
statement walls
For a brighter approach these sophisticated colours
create beautifully glossy statement walls, allowing you to
accentuate furnishings or bring bold elements into your
design. Choose our rich Azure, or something softer with
Opal or Arctic; all with a glass-like lustrous finish.

Arctic

Opal

Azure

SWA01

SWA05

SWA08

Order your sample online at www.showerwall.co.uk
or email samples@showerwall.co.uk.
Due to variations in the photographic and printing processes the
colours shown may vary compared to the actual product. Please refer
to our full disclaimer on page 46 for further information and advice.

Decor: Azure
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SHOWERWALL.CO.UK

The Acrylic Collection

PASTELS

The serenity of pastel colours

These colours draw on earthy hues to transform your bathroom into a serene environment.
From gentle Sage through to peaceful Sky, tranquillity is a state these designs inspire.

Sage

Blush

Sky

SWA20

SWA21

SWA22

Order your sample online at www.showerwall.co.uk
or email samples@showerwall.co.uk.
Due to variations in the photographic and printing processes the
colours shown may vary compared to the actual product. Please refer
to our full disclaimer on page 46 for further information and advice.
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Decor: Blush

Decor: Sage

Decor: Botanical

THE CUSTOM COLLECTION

A truly bespoke design solution. Either
choose from our library of stunning designs
or capture your own personal style by
matching an existing theme in your home,
feature your own artwork or highlight a
memory with a favourite photograph;
whatever it is, you are the designer.
Patterns | Tiles | Prints | Images

The Custom Collection

PATTERNS

Bold and geometric
feature walls
Abandon subtlety and bring your bathroom to life
with creative geometric patterns. The interior trends
are alive with bold designs, perfectly matched with
eye-catching accessories.

Black Geo

Geo Cube

Retro

SCA01

SCA19

SCA02

MORE PATTERNS OVERLEAF >
Order your sample online at www.showerwall.co.uk
or email samples@showerwall.co.uk.
Due to variations in the photographic and printing processes the
colours shown may vary compared to the actual product. Please refer
to our full disclaimer on page 46 for further information and advice.

Decor: Black Geo
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SHOWERWALL.CO.UK

The Custom Collection

PATTERNS

Gentle and charming
scallop mosaics
Softer patterns can be an understated
feature fostering relaxation and a sense
of calm in a room. Pursue the ongoing
trend with Blush or bring warmth and
visual interest to a room with Coral Reef.

Scallop Blue

Scallop Blush

SCA04

SCA18

Scallop Coral Reef
SCA17

Order your sample online at www.showerwall.co.uk
or email samples@showerwall.co.uk.
Due to variations in the photographic and printing processes the
colours shown may vary compared to the actual product. Please refer
to our full disclaimer on page 46 for further information and advice.
Decor: Scallop Blush
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SHOWERWALL.CO.UK

The Custom Collection

TILES

Beautiful tiled walls,
without the hassle
If you love the look of tiles but want to avoid the demanding maintenance
or high cost of installation, this collection is for you. With both square and
delicately shaped tiles, this varied collection is a beautiful alternative.

Moroccan

Victorian Blue

SCA05

SCA06

Victorian Grey

Victorian Turquoise

SCA07

SCA08

Decor: Victorian Turquoise

Order your sample online at www.showerwall.co.uk
or email samples@showerwall.co.uk.
Due to variations in the photographic and printing processes the
colours shown may vary compared to the actual product. Please refer
to our full disclaimer on page 46 for further information and advice.
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MORE TILES OVERLEAF >
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SHOWERWALL.CO.UK

The Custom Collection

TILES

Beautiful tiled walls,
without the hassle
If you love the look of tiles but want to avoid the demanding maintenance
or high cost of installation, this collection is for you. With both square and
delicately shaped tiles, this varied collection is a beautiful alternative.

Paseo

Herringbone

Navy Herringbone

SCA10

SCA11

SCA16

Hexagon

Diamond

SCA20

SCA09

Order your sample online at www.showerwall.co.uk
or email samples@showerwall.co.uk.

MORE TILES OVERLEAF >

Due to variations in the photographic and printing processes the
colours shown may vary compared to the actual product. Please refer
to our full disclaimer on page 46 for further information and advice.
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Decor: Diamond

SHOWERWALL.CO.UK

Decor: Emerald Subway

The Custom Collection

TILES

Subway with a twist.
Any colour for any style.
Our Subway design gives you the freedom to create
any coloured wall panel to suit the style of your room.
Choose a tile colour, followed by your choice of light or
dark grout, and we'll print your bespoke panel.

Select your colour

Choose between dark or light grout

Or select one of our pre-designed decors below:

Navy Subway

Emerald Subway

Blush Subway

SCA21

SCA22

SCA23

Order your sample online at www.showerwall.co.uk
or email samples@showerwall.co.uk.
Due to variations in the photographic and printing processes the
colours shown may vary compared to the actual product. Please refer
to our full disclaimer on page 10 for further information and advice.
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The Custom Collection

PRINTS

Bold prints with outdoor vibes
Bring the outdoors in with botanical inspired prints. From the
calming presence of leafy prints through to bold jungle motifs,
conjure up a feeling of visual escapism and make your bathroom
feel like the perfect retreat.

Flamingo

SCA24

Botanical

SCA27

MORE PRINTS OVERLEAF >
Order your sample online at www.showerwall.co.uk
or email samples@showerwall.co.uk.
Due to variations in the photographic and printing processes the colours
shown may vary compared to the actual product. Please refer to our full
disclaimer on page 46 for further information and advice.

Decor: Flamingo
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Decor: Oriental

The Custom Collection

PRINTS

Bold prints with
outdoor vibes
Bring the outdoors in with botanical inspired prints. From
the calming presence of leafy prints through to bold
jungle motifs, conjure up a feeling of visual escapism and
make your bathroom feel like the perfect retreat.

Vintage Birds

SCA26

Oriental

SCA25

Pineapple

SCA28

Order your sample online at www.showerwall.co.uk
or email samples@showerwall.co.uk.
Due to variations in the photographic and printing processes the colours shown may vary compared to
the actual product. Please refer to our full disclaimer on page 46 for further information and advice.
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The Custom Collection

IMAGE

The ultimate personalised
bathroom

Wax Leaf

SCA12

Floral

SCA13

Destination

SCA15

Coastal

SCA14

Decor: Wax Leaf

Our acrylic panels can be produced with any image of your choice for the ultimate
personalised bathroom or select one of the versatile images shown. Images can
cover a maximum width of 4.8 metres, excluding Coastal which can be used over
3 metres. For details, please contact info@showerwall.co.uk or visit your retailer.

Order your sample online at www.showerwall.co.uk
or email samples@showerwall.co.uk.

Due to variations in the photographic and printing processes the colours shown may vary compared
to the actual product. Please refer to our full disclaimer on page 46 for further information and advice.
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The Showerwall System

NEXT STEPS

Three steps to create your waterproof
Showerwall system.
1

2

Decor
Select a decor from
our extensive range.

3

Panel Details
Select the size, edge finish and
number of panels required.

Waterproof System
Select the coordinating trims,
Sureseal and accessories required.

ACRYLIC PANELS
All decors from the Acrylic and Custom collections are manufactured from a 4mm thick acrylic sheet that is
rear printed to create a polished glass-like finish. This material is 100% waterproof and therefore it does not
require any trims; panels are simply joined together using sealant.
Acrylic collection panels measure 2440mm in height, and are available in either 900mm or 1220mm widths.
Custom collection panels measure 2400mm high, in widths of 896mm or 1200mm (finished).

Acrylic Panels

Custom Panels

2400mm

2400mm

2440mm

1 | DECOR
Select your decor from our five collections, you have over 80 to choose from.

2440mm

All Acrylic panels are
4mm in thickness.

Marble | Quarry | Mineral | Acrylic | Custom
900mm

2 | PANEL DETAILS
Use the table below to choose your panel size(s),
depending on the space available and type of product.
HPL
All decors from the Marble, Quarry and Mineral collections are manufactured from a moisture resistant MDF
core and finished with a high pressure laminate (HPL), creating 10.5mm thick panels. These panels are available
in 3 widths: 600mm, 900mm or 1200mm; and are 2440mm in height. Choose from square cut panels or take
advantage of our Proclick technology which achieves seamless joints without the need for joining trims.

1220mm

896mm

1200mm

3 | WATERPROOF SYSTEM
Our system comes with two key components which ensure a
watertight seal for our HPL product; available in a range of
colours to suit every decor. Easy to install and maintain.
TRIMS

1200mm

2440mm

579mm

2440mm

2440mm

900mm

Proclick Panels
All HPL panels are
10.5mm in thickness.

1179mm

2440mm

Square Cut Panels

In order to ensure a watertight finish, trims are required for
the outer edges of the panels as well as both internal and
external corners.
Five trims are available dependant on where you would like to fit our
panels. Note: all trims measure 2450mm in length and should be
sealed using Showerwall sealant.

Five available trim colours;

Bright Silver

Satin Silver

White Gloss
Internal corner
Used on all internal 90º corners.

Joining trim
Used to mount panels side by side.
Black Silk

Proclick technology has been engineered to create a mechanical locking system that provides seamless,
almost invisible joints. Installation is made easy through the click design which allows panels to be located
quickly and easily into place, eliminating the use of joining trims.

Antique Gold*

External corner
Used on all external 90º corners.

Note: All panels are available with a plywood core on request, made to order. A minimum order quantity of 10 panels applies.
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Finishing end trims and Quadrant trims
Finishing end trims for panels.

*Quadrant trims are not
available in this colour

*Trims are not required for Acrylic and Custom panels.
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SURESEAL

Acrylic Sealant

At the base of the Showerwall HPL panel even greater sealing performance is achieved
using Sureseal. Fit and forget using the only maintenance free shower seal on the
market with no future resealing required. Sureseal’s four point sealing system is quick
and easy to install leaving the entire base of the panel encapsulated in sealant without
any unsightly lines. Sureseal measures 2450mm long.

We recommend that Showerwall’s own tried and tested brand of sealant is
used for the effective fitting of the Acrylic product. Our Showerwall guarantee
only applies if the correct products are used when fitting Showerwall panels.
Translucent sealant should be used to adhere Acrylic panels to the wall,
and colour matched sealant should be used for joins between panels.

Colour matched sealant is available in the following colours:

Seal one
Sealant between seal & tray.

Seals three and four
Top & bottom seal.

Seal two
Panel encapsulated in sealant.

Sureseal in situ
A watertight professional finish.

White

Azure

Opal

Sky

Grey

Blush

Sage

Prussian
Blue

Mushroom

Fern

Dark Teal

Black

Emerald
Green

Navy

Please ensure that you follow the complete instructions or alternatively watch our installation video,
both of which can be downloaded from our website.

Sureseal front capping is available in three colours:

SHOWERWALL FIND A FITTER
Black

White

Satin Silver

Our Acrylic decors are 100% waterproof and require no trims or Sureseal during
installation. Simply adhere the panel to the wall and seal around the edges.

We've now launched our Find A Fitter
programme on our website, through which you
can find installers from across the UK who are
ready and waiting for you to contact them.
Simply visit: www.showerwall.co.uk/findafitter
and enter your postcode to begin your search.

SEALANT & ADHESIVE
We recommend that Showerwall's own brand of adhesive
and sealants are used for the effective fitting of the HPL
product. Our Showerwall guarantee only applies if the correct
products are used when fitting Showerwall panels.
HPL panels use Showerwall Adhesive to adhere to the
wall and Sealant for joins between panels and edges, note
Sealant is available in both a translucent and white finish.
Translucent Sealant should be used to adhere Acrylic panels
to the wall, and Colour-matched Sealant should be used for
joins between panels and edges.
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CARE AND MAINTENANCE
Showerwall is more hygienic and easier to maintain than tiles. The non-porous
surface provides excellent protection against bacteria, especially in the
areas between tiles that are traditionally grouted. SuperClean anti-bacterial
cleaner kills germs and keeps hard surfaces clean without scratching and is
recommended for the optimum life and performance of the panel.
Abrasive cleaners and bleaches must not be used on Showerwall panelling.
Sealant needs to be replaced at regular intervals. Failure to do this may cause
water ingress and subsequent panel damage.
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Decor: Stone Terrazzo

Shower Enclosure

SHOWERWALL KIT

A simple kit including everything
you need to create a two-sided
shower enclosure.

All of our accessories are available to purchase separately; however
if your space is a corner enclosure, take advantage of this kit which
has everything you need in one handy pack.
Please note: This kit does not include the shower panels themselves and is only suitable for HPL panels.

INCLUDED IN THE SHOWERWALL KIT
Our two sided kit includes all the trims, fixing and cleaning items you need for your Showerwall system.

TRIMMINGS

FIXINGS

CLEANING

1x Internal corner trim

2x Silicone sealant in white
(for Sureseal)

1x SuperClean cleaner

2x End trim
1x Sureseal trim in white

2x Silicone sealant for finishing

1x Silicone remover

2x Sureseal end caps in white

2x Adhesive

1x Sureseal profiler tool

1x Mitre box to assist cutting

3x Surface cleaning tissues

When ordering one of our kits, you can still select any of our trims or sealant colours for finishing as
outlined on the previous page. Please refer to the table below when ordering your kit and include
the code which corresponds to your choice of colours.
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Trim Colour

Translucent Sealant Code

White Sealant Code

Satin Silver

KIT SSC

KIT SSW

White Gloss

KIT WGC

KIT WGW

Bright Silver

KIT BSC

KIT BSW

Black Silk

KIT BLC

KIT BLW

SHOWERWALL.CO.UK

The Marble Collection

The Mineral Collection

NERO

VOLTERRA

SHOWERWALL
COLLECTIONS

QUARTZ

HPL
Phantom Marble

Bianco Carrara

Grigio Marble

Lightning Marble

Shell Marble

Ocean Marble

SW68 | GROUP 3

SW02 | GROUP 3

SW05 | GROUP 2

SW51 | GROUP 4

SW64 | GROUP 4

SW65 | GROUP 4

TERRA

Grey Volterra
Gloss

Grey Volterra
Texture

Positano Blue
Terrazzo

Positano Grey
Terrazzo

SW53 | GROUP 3

SW54 | GROUP 3

SW75 | GROUP 4

SW76 | GROUP 4

BIANCO

MOLTEN

Stone Terrazzo

Black Galaxy

White Galaxy

White Sparkle

Vanilla Sparkle

Bianco Stardust

SW77 | GROUP 3

SW13 | GROUP 2

SW22 | GROUP 2

SW10 | GROUP 3

SW09 | GROUP 3

SW12 | GROUP 2

MARBLE COLLECTION

SHIMMER
VARNISH
Our range of rich marbles are the perfect choice
for a blend of
tradition, sophistication and charm. Striking veins with subtle
background tones bring warmth and beauty allowing you to
create walls with purpose.
Nero | Volterra | Terra | Bianco

QUARRY COLLECTION
Cappuccino
Marble

Zamora Marble

Carrara Marble

Ivory Marble

SW38 | GROUP 1

SW39 | GROUP 1

SW26 | GROUP 1

Pergamon
Marble

Apollo Marble

Athena Marble

Urban Gloss

Luna

SW66 | GROUP 3

SW67 | GROUP 3

SW36 | GROUP 1

SW60 | GROUP 2

SW30 | GROUP 1

SW24 | GROUP 1

Pearlescent
White Gloss
Aqua Ice
Bring a room
to life with Pearl
raw Grey
earthy tones and rustic
designs from
White
SW29 | GROUP 1
SW37 | GROUP 1
| GROUP 2
this collection
of authentic decors. We’ve created a range withSW11
tactile
SW31 | GROUP 1
finish characteristics which are perfect for complementing neutral
colour schemes or creating striking walls.

The Quarry Collection

Slate | Concrete |
The Acrylic Collection

SLATE

BRIGHTS

Stone | Timber
PASTELS

MINERAL COLLECTION

From subtle shimmers to flickering quartz; this versatile collection
complements both modern and traditional spaces. These stylish
designs blend confidence with refinement to ensure that you have the
right decor for your feature.
Quartz | Molten | Shimmer | Varnish
Slate Grey

Cracked Grey

Silver Slate Matt

Silver Slate Gloss

Gold Slate Matt

Gold Slate Gloss

Arctic

Opal

Azure

Sage

Blush

Sky

SW33 | GROUP 1

SW57 | GROUP 4

SW71 | GROUP 4

SW72 | GROUP 4

SW73 | GROUP 4

SW74 | GROUP 4

SWA01 | GROUP 1

SWA05 | GROUP 1

SWA08 | GROUP 1

SWA20 | GROUP 1

SWA21 | GROUP 1

SWA22 | GROUP 1

Acrylic

CONCRETE

ACRYLIC COLLECTION
Our acrylic range maximises colour with a sleek polished glass-like
finish. It includes both Brights for making a bold statement and
timeless pastels for a more delicate approach; you can be sure
we have colour covered.
Brights | Pastels
Urban Concrete

Moonstone

Moon Dust

White Charcoal

Washed Charcoal

SW48 | GROUP 2

SW69 | GROUP 3

SW07 | GROUP 2

SW70 | GROUP 3

SW58 | GROUP 3

STONE

CUSTOM COLLECTION

TIMBER

A truly bespoke design solution. Choose from our library of
stunning designs or capture your own personal style by matching
an existing theme in your home, feature your own artwork or
highlight a memory with a favourite photograph; whatever it is,
you are the designer.
Patterns | Tiles | Prints | Images
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Travertine Gloss

Travertine Stone

Silver Travertine

Blue Toned Stone

Linea White

Nautical Wood

SW34 | GROUP 1

SW35 | GROUP 1

SW50 | GROUP 3

SW55 | GROUP 3

SW27 | GROUP 1

SW59 | GROUP 3
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The Marble Collection
NERO

VOLTERRA

Phantom Marble

Bianco Carrara

Grigio Marble

Lightning Marble

Shell Marble

Ocean Marble

SW68 | GROUP 3

SW02 | GROUP 3

SW05 | GROUP 2

SW51 | GROUP 4

SW64 | GROUP 4

SW65 | GROUP 4

Cappuccino
Marble

Zamora Marble

Carrara Marble

Ivory Marble

SW38 | GROUP 1

SW39 | GROUP 1

SW26 | GROUP 1

Pergamon
Marble

The Custom Collection

QUARTZ

PATTERNS

Grey Volterra
Gloss

Grey Volterra
Texture

Positano Blue
Terrazzo

Positano Grey
Terrazzo

SW53 | GROUP 3

SW54 | GROUP 3

SW75 | GROUP 4

SW76 | GROUP 4

BIANCO

TERRA

The Mineral Collection

Stone Terrazzo

Black Galaxy

White Galaxy

White Sparkle

Vanilla Sparkle

Bianco Stardust

Black Geo

Geo Cube

Retro

Scallop Blue

Scallop Blush

SW77 | GROUP 3

SW13 | GROUP 2

SW22 | GROUP 2

SW10 | GROUP 3

SW09 | GROUP 3

SW12 | GROUP 2

SCA01 | GROUP 3

SCA19 | GROUP 3

SCA02 | GROUP 3

SCA04 | GROUP 3

SCA18 | GROUP 3

SCA17 | GROUP 3

MOLTEN

SHIMMER

Apollo Marble

Athena Marble

Urban Gloss

Luna

SW66 | GROUP 3

SW67 | GROUP 3

SW36 | GROUP 1

SW60 | GROUP 2

SW30 | GROUP 1

SW24 | GROUP 1

Scallop Coral
Reef

TILES

VARNISH

Pearlescent
White

Pearl Grey

White Gloss

Aqua Ice

Victorian Blue

Victorian Grey

SW29 | GROUP 1

SW37 | GROUP 1

SW11 | GROUP 2

SCA06 | GROUP 3

SCA07 | GROUP 3

The Acrylic Collection

SLATE

BRIGHTS

Moroccan

Paseo

Diamond

SCA05 | GROUP 3

SCA10 | GROUP 3

SCA09 | GROUP 3

Hexagon

Navy Subway

Emerald Subway

Blush Subway

SCA20 | GROUP 3

SCA21 | GROUP 3

SCA22 | GROUP 3

SCA23 | GROUP 3

SCA08 | GROUP 3

SW31 | GROUP 1

The Quarry Collection

Victorian
Turquoise

PASTELS

Herringbone
SCA11 | GROUP 3

Navy
Herringbone
SCA16 | GROUP 3

PRINTS
Slate Grey

Cracked Grey

Silver Slate Matt

Silver Slate Gloss

Gold Slate Matt

Gold Slate Gloss

Arctic

Opal

Azure

Sage

Blush

Sky

SW33 | GROUP 1

SW57 | GROUP 4

SW71 | GROUP 4

SW72 | GROUP 4

SW73 | GROUP 4

SW74 | GROUP 4

SWA01 | GROUP 1

SWA05 | GROUP 1

SWA08 | GROUP 1

SWA20 | GROUP 1

SWA21 | GROUP 1

SWA22 | GROUP 1

CONCRETE

Flamingo

Oriental

Vintage Birds

Botanical

Pineapple

SCA24 | GROUP 3

SCA25 | GROUP 3

SCA26 | GROUP 3

SCA27 | GROUP 3

SCA28 | GROUP 3

IMAGES
Urban Concrete

Moonstone

Moon Dust

White Charcoal

Washed Charcoal

SW48 | GROUP 2

SW69 | GROUP 3

SW07 | GROUP 2

SW70 | GROUP 3

SW58 | GROUP 3

KEY
Light or dark grout available

STONE
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TIMBER

Colour change available

Travertine Gloss

Travertine Stone

Silver Travertine

Blue Toned Stone

Linea White

Nautical Wood

SW34 | GROUP 1

SW35 | GROUP 1

SW50 | GROUP 3

SW55 | GROUP 3

SW27 | GROUP 1

SW59 | GROUP 3
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Wax Leaf

Floral

Coastal

Destination

SCA12 | GROUP 3

SCA13 | GROUP 3

SCA14 | GROUP 3

SCA15 | GROUP 3

SHOWERWALL.CO.UK

DECOR FINISHES
Showerwall panels come in one of five finishes;

Gloss

Matt

A high shine finish creating a
smooth, brilliant appearance

A soft touch flat surface
with low light reflectivity

Synchro

Texture

A unique textured finish that
follows the form of real material

A structured surface that emulates
the feel of organic materials

Acrylic
Achieve stunning gloss like
walls with acrylic panels

INSTALLATION
Fitting our shower panels is easy and can be completed by anyone who is competent at DIY.
Full installation instructions are provided with every panel and we highly recommend the
Showerwall installation video accessible via YouTube and www.showerwall.co.uk.
Failure to comply with the Showerwall installation instructions, including the recommended
use of Showerwall sealant and adhesive, will invalidate your guarantee.

SHOWERWALL FIND A FITTER
We've now launched our Find A Fitter programme on our website, through which you can
find installers from across the UK who are ready and waiting for you to contact them.
Simply visit: www.showerwall.co.uk/findafitter and enter your postcode to begin your search.

CARE AND MAINTENANCE
Showerwall is more hygienic and easier to maintain than tiles. The non-porous surface
provides excellent protection against bacteria, especially in the areas between tiles that
are traditionally grouted. SuperClean anti-bacterial cleaner kills germs and keeps
hard surfaces clean without scratching and is recommended for the optimum life and
performance of the panel.
Abrasive cleaners and bleaches must not be used on Showerwall panelling.
Sealant needs to be replaced at regular intervals. Failure to do this may cause water
ingress and subsequent panel damage.

A smart waterproof system
combined with the character
of organic materials; built to
last and easy to install.
GUARANTEE

WATERPROOF PANELLING SYSTEM

When installed correctly using the recommended
fitting guide and accessories, Showerwall is
guaranteed to be free from defects for 15 years
(HPL), and 10 years (Acrylic), from the date of
purchase. A copy of the Showerwall guarantees are
available to download from www.showerwall.co.uk.

Any reference to Showerwall waterproof panelling
system refers to all elements of the Showerwall
system being fitted together. Showerwall HPL
panels must be fitted in accordance with the
fitting instructions and must use Showerwall trims,
sealant and adhesives to ensure the system is
both waterproof and guaranteed.

Note your Showerwall panels carry a 10 or 15 year
guarantee that is limited to domestic use against
manufacturing defects, only when registered using
the owner registration document contained within
the product packaging. If the purchase of your panels
is not registered within 28 days of the installation
being completed then the guarantee is reduced to a
5 year term (HPL) or 2 year term (Acrylic).

EUROPEAN STANDARD
FIRE RATED
All Showerwall HPL panels are classified
EN 13501. In addition, selected decors are British
Standard Fire Rated Class 2-BS 476 : Part 7 : 1997

ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSIBILITY
All Showerwall HPL panels are manufactured using an FSC® certified MR
MDF core, guaranteeing that the timber used is harvested from responsibly
managed forests. By purchasing a product with such certification, you are
supporting sustainable forest management worldwide.
We are fully committed to going beyond existing regulations, to minimise
any impact on our environment, protect people’s health and safety, and
make labour relations and social issues an integral part of everything we do.

Packaging is made from
100% recycled material

MANUFACTURED IN THE UK
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T: 0845 604 7334
E: info@showerwall.co.uk
www.showerwall.co.uk
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